Straight Talk II August 12 2011
In light of KC’s decision, his other career as a professional golfer, and the PGA being held here
in Atlanta, I thought I share a bit of golf humor. I hope everyone is doing well! As we move
along our Vistage paths, remember to “Play the course, not that competitor (in the form of gray
matter) between our ears!” Have a great weekend! Jay
Moses & Jesus Play Golf (with all due respect to Artie)
Things are slow in Heaven one day, so Moses suggests to Jesus that they go down to Earth
and play a round of golf; Jesus agrees.
On the first hole, there's a long fairway with a water hazard before the green. Standing at
the championship tee, Moses points to the novice tees and says "Jesus, I think we should
tee off from up there. I don't think we can make it over the water from here."
Jesus replies, "I've seen Tiger Woods make his shot from here many times, and if Tiger
Woods can do it, so can I."
Jesus puts his ball down and drives it toward the green. It sails up over the fairway, out
over the water, then SPLASH, it falls in the water. Moses walks out, parts the water,
retrieves Jesus' ball, and brings it back.
"Jesus," Moses says, "I really think we should tee off from up there. I don't think we can
make it over the water from here."
Jesus insists, "I've seen Tiger Woods make his shot from here many times, and if Tiger
Woods can do it, so can I."
Jesus again puts his ball down and drives it toward the green. It sails up over the fairway,
out over the water, and then SPLASH, it falls in the water. Moses walks out, parts the water,
retrieves the ball, and brings it back.
"Jesus," Moses says, "I really don't think we can make it over the water from here. If you
shoot from back here again and your ball goes in the water, I'm not going to get it."

Jesus again explains to Moses, "I've seen Tiger Woods make his shot from here many times,
and if Tiger Woods can do it, so can I."
Jesus again puts his ball down and drives it toward the green. It sails up over the fairway,
out over the water, then SPLASH, it falls in the water. Moses looks at Jesus and stands at
the tee, with no intention of retrieving Jesus' ball. Jesus figures he'll have to retrieve his
own ball, so he walks down the fairway to the water hazard, and proceeds to walk on the
water out to the point where his ball fell in.
Moses is still back at the tee when a foursome comes through and sees Jesus walking on
water. "Holy mackerel!" one of them says, "Does that guy think he's Jesus?"

"No", Moses answers, "he thinks he's Tiger Woods."

